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To use one's influence or power to support or promote someone
or something. The small-town candidate is hoping the state
senator puts his weight behind her .
Southeast Asian leaders throw weight behind China-led trade
pact
throw your weight behind somebody/something meaning,
definition, what is throw your weight behind
somebody/something: to support a plan, person etc and.
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Southeast Asian leaders gathered in Bangkok on Saturday
determined to drive forward the world's largest commercial
pact, with the trade war.

Most people who are trying to lose weight will combine dieting
and cardio to reach their goals. That is a good start, but
there's more that can be done to really .
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Contact Us. There is a popular study that is often cited in
support of cardio over weight training.
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incorrect weight, 12t below the actual figure, was entered
into the electronic flightbag. Search News Search web. Rose
worked hard.
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is crucial to make this information widespread as it will help
to put weight behind the urgent need of policy reform and
monetary support so that every child is given the chance to
experience arts in schools. Take Behind the Weight quiz Add
Diction Build a chain of words by adding one letter at a time.
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